KVHA News for November 15th & 16th
Kent, WA 18 November, 2008 – It was a great week for hockey, but then almost every
week is a great week for hockey. We received an update on our friend Rob Kaufman, Puget
Sound Amateur Hockey, who suffered a heart attack 2 weeks ago. We’re happy to report
that Rob is on the mend. Below is a note we received earlier this week from Rob’s wife,
Donna Kaufman:
To our hockey family,
It has been 2 weeks and Rob has been pretty good at resting. We went to the
cardiologist today and this is a progress report.
At this point the flow in his heart is good. He needs to have some tests on his
carotid artery and a nuclear treadmill test in mid December. He can begin slowly
resuming activity as long as he continues to monitor his mental, emotional and
physical stress. He will be working on lowering his cholesterol levels through diet
and medication. Because he is in pretty good health already, his lifestyle changes
will be minor. Most of his issues results in family history and genetics.
Rob has been humbled and deeply touched by all of the thoughts and prayers and
well wishes. The hockey family has been extremely supportive. On behalf of Rob
and our entire family, we feel blessed to be part of a great extended family.
Sincerely,
The Kaufmans,
Rob and Donna,
Robby, Tara, and Logyn,
Chris and Kellie,
Brandyn and Amanda

Schedule Updates: Be sure you check the website for schedule updates for
Thanksgiving weekend. Numerous changes have been made to that schedule since it was
posted some time ago. Several teams have found holiday tournaments and have
abandoned previously assigned practice ice. If you’re in town Thanksgiving weekend your
team might have some practice ice. Please give the schedule a look.
Player Trade: There was a trade between two of our teams this past week; Jeremy
Clark traded teams with Julius Bush. Clark moved from the Midget Tornadoes to the Midget
Tier-II team and Bush went the other way to play for the Tornadoes. Bush has his eye on a
4.0 GPA in preparation for college. The intensity of Tier-II travel was not allowing Bush
enough time for the homework and study that he felt was necessary to achieve his personal
goal of a 4.0 GPA. Julius loves playing hockey. So, rather than give up hockey he chose to
move to the recreation team with a less intensive agenda which will allow him more time for
studying.
We admire Julius Bush for his dedication to schoolwork and his personal goal of a 4.0 GPA.
“Good on ya;” Mr. Bush! Pursuing a 4.0 GPA is an excellent goal. We wish you success in
achieving your objective.

KVHA Auction: Auction items are beginning to come in. We received our first bottle of
wine for the “KVHA Instant Wine Cellar” last week. It is a bottle of Anthony’s Restaurants,
2002, Merlot-Cabernet Sauvignon, donated by the Briggs family of Napavine, Washington.
The next time you’re in the wine aisle at the grocery store pick out a bottle for donation to
the auction. Remember, its tax deductable. We’ve also received an autographed Canuck’s
jersey, signed by the team, from the MacFarlane’s of Spokane (U-18 family).

KVHA Association Photo Sale: Remember the gathering of all our KVHA team’s
coaches and players for an Association Photo on KVHA Photo Night? I remember it taking
about 20 minutes just to get everybody in position for the photo. Well, the photos are in.
They are historic! It is the first time we’ve done an association-wide photo and the outcome
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is an awesome and memorable photo. The next time you visit Kent Valley Ice Centre check
out the photos in the window of the KVIC office upstairs. There are four sizes, ranging in
price from $25 to $50. Check them out. You’ll be impressed.

KVHA Jackets on Sale: Hanging in the KVIC office window next to those great
Association Group Photos is a black jacket with KVHA logos on the front. This nice warm
jacket would make a great Christmas gift for a hockey mom or dad. It is a Stormtech
Jacket with removable fleece inside. The cost is $108 with the logo, plus tax. Orders must
be placed by December 1st in order to be received before Christmas. Orders can be placed
with Rena Sullivan with checks payable to KVHA.

Mite Lightning (1) vs. SnoKing Mite Major (1)
Kent, WA 15 November, 2008 – The Mite Lightning hosted the SnoKing Mite Major Green
team on Saturday for a North Puget Sound Hockey League (NPSHL) game. In spite of being
outshot 2 to 1 the Lightning came away with a tie. SnoKing fired 19 shots at the Lightning
goal compared to the Lightning’s 11 shots on the SnoKing goal. The Lightning’s Alex Bucci
had his hands full stopping 6 shots in the first, 7 in the second and 5 in the third. Alex’s
brother Elliott Bucci scored the Lightning’s only goal.
A scoring summary is below:
Team

Period

SnoKing

3

Time
7:19

Scoring
C. Bowers unassisted

Kent Valley
3
4:11 Elliott Bucci unassisted
Kent Valley’s Alex Bucci stopped 18 of 19 shots on goal for a 95% save rate.
SnoKing’s B. Enfield stopped 10 of 11 shots on goal for a 91% save rate.
SnoKing had the only penalty in the game.

Mite Tornadoes (8) Seattle Jr. Admirals (1)
Ken Gill Scores Five in Tornadoes Victory
Lynnwood, WA 15 November, 2008 – Most hockey players would be happy with scoring just
one goal sometime before they become a Bantam. But, five goals in one game as a Mite?
The Tornadoes Kenneth Gill did just that on Saturday.
The Tornadoes took advantage of an Admiral’s penalty early in the first period as Kenneth
Gill scored his first of five goals. Connor Smith set up teammate Danny Smith for the
Tornadoes second goal. The Tornadoes held a two point advantage until 11:51 of the
second when the Admirals scored their one and only goal of the contest. Zach Johnson
scored the Tornadoes third goal and only goal of the second period. Gill scored three in a
row in the third period. JT Rimorin scored the Tornadoes’ seventh goal at 3:43 of the third
followed by Gill’s fifth point and the Tornadoes’ eighth goal of the game and a final score of
8 to 1.
The Tornadoes’ goalie Nick Gill stopped 9 of 10 shots on goal for a 90% save rate. The
Admirals goalie J. Leonard stopped 9 of 17 shots for 53%. The Admirals were assessed 4
penalties during the game while the Tornadoes skated penalty free. Below is the scoring
summary:
Team

Period

Time

Tornadoes

1

10:15

Scoring
Kenneth Gill (Unassisted Power Play)

Tornadoes

1

6:58

Admirals

2

11:51

Tornadoes

2

7:35

Zach Johnson (Unassisted)

Tornadoes

3

5:25

Kenneth Gill (Unassisted)

Tornadoes

3

5:12

Kenneth Gill (Unassisted & Hat Trick)
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Tornadoes

3

4:03

Kenneth Gill (Unassisted)

Tornadoes

3

3:43

JT Rimorin (Unassisted)

Tornadoes

3

2:15

Kenneth Gill (Unassisted)

Tornadoes Not Welcomed in the SJHA Eagles’ Nest
SJHA Eagles 9 – KVHA Tornadoes 3
Story by Kristine Langmack

Lynnwood, WA 16 November, 2008 - The families of the Squirt Tornadoes traveled thru pea
soup fog up I-5 to the Lynnwood Ice Arena to take on the SJHA Eagles.
Period 1 started with a goal scored by Chase Dosa @ 6:11. He was assisted by Camden
Ward. I have to comment on Chase Dosa’s face off skills. I’ve watched Chase’s game for a
few years now and it’s great to see the physicality he brings to the face-off circle. He has
no problem moving the player off the puck to get that puck to his teammates. Keep up the
good work Chase!
Period 2 the Tornadoes scored two goals. Nolan Schaper played a great game and was
rewarded with an unassisted goal @ 13:30. Jon Langmack scored a top shelf beauty @
11:12 assisted by Camden Ward. I think the most exciting part of period 2 was watching
one of our girl players – Brianna Baker and her break away. She took control of the puck in
our zone and skated the full length of the ice in possession of that puck. The crowd was
going wild, cheering her on. It wasn’t until she reached her opponent’s zone that their
defensemen finally caught up with her to knock her off the puck. It was a great moment to
watch. Way to hustle Bri!
Period 3 Kent didn’t see any goals but a shout out to Wyatt King our goaltender is in order.
Wyatt was getting drilled in net. We calculated 30 shots on goal during the game. He did
an awesome job! We all know he’s been training hard and he’s got some serious moves!
How does he do those splits? OUCH! Watch out for Wyatt in the future. He will be a force to
be reckoned with in the net!
Here’s the game summary:
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

SJHA

1

14:32

SJHA

1

12:26

Kent Valley

1

6:11

Chase Dosa assisted by Camden Ward

SJHA

1

5:15

B. Lauton assisted by M.Norgren & M. Shippu

SJHA

1

1:10

A. Wagner unassisted

Kent Valley

2

13:30

Nolan Schaper unassisted

Kent Valley

2

11:12

Jon Langmack assisted by Camden Ward

SJHA

2

9:45

M. Shippu assisted by A. Wagner & J. Alvrid

SJHA

2

5:09

A. Wagner unassisted

SJHA

3

11:06

SJHA

3

5:23

M. Shippu unassisted

SJHA

3

1:07

A. Wagner assisted by D. Cornwell & M. Shippu

R. Webb assisted by A. Bilheimer
D. Cornwell assisted by A. Wagner

M. Shippu assisted by B. Lauton & A. Wagner

Squirt Selects Fall to Seattle Jr. Admiral Red
Kent, WA 15 November, 2008 – The visiting Seattle Jr. Admiral Reds turned Kent Valley Ice
Centre into a shooting gallery during the first two periods of Saturday’s game scoring five
unanswered goals against the Kent Valley Squirt Selects. Coach Adam Speer indicated the
score was not representative of the Select’s effort. He complemented his team for their
strong effort particularly in the third period when they held the Reds scoreless. Speer
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pointed out that the Reds only got two shots on goal during the third period after taking 8 in
the first and 11 in the second. “We’re improving with every game and that’s what counts.”
Speer said. Next up for the Kent Valley Squirt Selects is Saturday and Sunday NPSHL
games against the Puget Sound Tomahawks Puget Sound Hockey Center.
The scoring summary is below:
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Seattle Jr.

1

7:30

B Studioso from W Donald & B Rody (Power Play)

Seattle Jr.

1

2:43

B Studioso from W Donald & B Rody

Seattle Jr.

2

7:26

S Meyers from A Clark & AJ Yee

Seattle Jr.

2

5:26

W Donald from B Rody & E Corson

Seattle Jr.
2
2:38 M Houston from B Mistler & P Norman
Kent Valley’s Cam Hansen stopped 16 of 21 shots on goal for 76% save rate.
Seattle Jr’s E Garber stopped 9 of 9 shots on goal for 100% and the shutout.
Each team had two penalties. Seattle Jr. converted 1 of 2 power play opporuntiites.

Hurricanes Take 2 in Weekend NPSHL Play Against
SKAHA and WWFHA
Story by Mark Mathews

Kirkland, WA 16 November, 2008 – The Kent Valley Hurricanes were plenty busy this
weekend, playing two away games in Kingsgate, and securing two wins!!
Our first game was against the Jr. T-Birds. The game was a fast paced, defensive game.
The only goal of the game came at 14:00 of the second period, an even strength goal
scored by “Blazin” Mason Conner. Fast and unassisted, he skated like a madman around
two defenders and put a solid shot past goalie Carson Graham. The Hurricanes took four
penalties for 10 minutes, but our defense was rock solid in killing off the SKAHA power play.
Goalie Aaron Mathews played with his new RBK composite goalie stick, signed by Seattle
Thunderbirds goalie Calvin Pickard. Some Pickard mojo must have rubbed off on the stick,
as Aaron turned away all 12 shots on goal for his first shutout of the season.
Hockey is a team game, and the sport has its hard working players known as “plumbers”. I
would like to mention the plumbers in this game. Jacob Ray, with his ability at defense to
keep the puck in the opponent’s zone, keeps us onside constantly. Kyle Pirttila, known as
“Big”, is always on the boards grinding away at the opposing puck carrier. Also, Jordan
Wachter, always giving his best, made some important clearing passes in our zone when the
pressure was on our net.
Final score: Hurricanes-1, SKAHA Jr. T-Birds-0
Shots on goal: Hurricanes-9, SKAHA-12
Penalties: Hurricanes-4 for 10 minutes, SKAHA-1 for 2 minutes
Our second game came Sunday, against the WWFHA Phoenix. This is a team made up of
primarily Bantam aged and sized girls. Some play on boys teams as well, so some anxiety
was being felt in the Hurricanes locker room. We were told we could not check in this
game, so an element of our style was taken away. The coaches instructed the boys to
concentrate on the drills we practiced, and to execute the drills during the game.
The first period came and went, with no scoring and no penalties. The second period,
however was more exciting. At 9:50, a low, fast, shot got past a screened Hurricanes
goaltender to put the Phoenix up 1-0. The goal was awarded to #27, Emma Bronson,
unassisted. A couple of minutes later, a hard hit was put on Hurricanes player Daniel Gill
directly behind the Phoenix net. The Phoenix player and Daniel fell into the backside of the
net, pushing it into the back of Phoenix goaltender Jamie Stewart, hitting her in the back of
the head. Jamie went down hard, and had to be escorted off the ice. With no back up
goalie dressed, play resumed with a sixth Phoenix skater guarding the net. Our boys went
on the attack and at 5:07, Hayden Milne sent a shot past the defending sixth player for his
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first goal of the season. Hayden was assisted by “Big” Kyle Pirttila and “Blazin” Mason
Conner. Other scoring opportunities presented themselves during this period. Jacob Ray
fired a shot that hit the goalpost. Jordan Wachter, on the net’s weakside, missed a onetimer that would have gone in for sure. Even though we didn’t score on these plays, the
opportunities arose, the boys saw them, and took advantage. Towards the end of the
period, the Phoenix had dressed another goalie and they were back in business at net.
The third period saw Matthew “Young Gun” Saunders notch another goal at 10:04, assisted
off a beautiful pass from Daniel Gill. This goal was the nicest, textbook goal I have seen yet
from these two. A Phoenix penalty at 5:24 put us on the power play, but back-up goalie
Danielle Norgren-Markley performed well and kept it a 2-1 game.
This game really challenged our team. These girls are a very good squad, and are close to
winning their first game. They are big, strong, fast, and don’t give up too many scoring
opportunities. Our thoughts are with Jamie Stewart, who left the game with a concussion.
Get well soon Jamie, you played a great game!!!
Final score: Hurricanes-2, WWFHA Phoenix-1
Shots on goal: Hurricanes-14, Phoenix-6
Penalties: Hurricanes-0, Phoenix-1 for 2 minutes

Everett Grizzlies (10) PeeWee Tornadoes (2)
Everett, WA October 11, 2008 – The Tornadoes are getting tired of bears. They’ve been
mauled by the Kodiaks and clawed by the Grizzlies. I understand one of the Tornadoes’
parents has contacted the game department for a couple of bear tags… Another parent is
offering a bounty…
The Tornadoes did get some shots on goal and a couple of them made it past the Grizzlies
Lake Rabel. AJ Alonzo scored an unassisted goal at 11:55 of the second period. Luke Blair
scored at 7:17 of the third period on an assist from Noah Persson.
Everett had four penalties for 18 minutes while the Tornadoes had 3 penalties for 15
minutes. Nick Calfy was in goal for the Tornadoes. Lake Rabel was in goal for the Grizzlies.

PeeWee Tier-II Selects Dominate SnoKing Jr.
Thunderbirds in Two at Kent Valley Ice Centre
Kent, WA 16 November, 2008 – They are a fun team to watch as they confound their
opponents with strong defense, uncanny passing and excellent puck control. They can spoil
an opponent’s breakaway with a timely poke check or body check, and they do it often.
They see the ice and frequently find a teammate breaking for the net for another shot-ongoal. They often outshoot their opponents 5 or 6 to 1. About the only thing you can
criticize this team for is that they like to keep the game close until the second period. It’s
seems like it takes them one full period to size up the opposition before they decide they
can beat them. Once they’ve concluded they can win they shoot up their opponent’s goal
like duck hunters shooting ducks at Smith Brother’s pond.
Saturday’s first period was one of those starts for the Kent Valley PeeWee Selects where
you wonder if anyone will ever score. The Kent Valley shots were growing but nothing was
going in the net. At least 12 minutes of the first period were played in the SnoKing end of
the ice. With 2:30 remaining the Selects applied pressure on the SnoKing goal. The
SnoKing goalie turned away an initial shot but lost the grip on his stick. His stick slid across
the ice in front of the goal. There was a scramble of Kent Valley forwards trying to poke the
puck past the defenseless goalie. Three SnoKing defenders were frantically trying to ice the
puck so their goalie could recover his stick. SnoKing was successful in getting the puck out
of the zone and managed a rare 2-on-1 breakaway down the ice to face Kent Valley’s Austin
Phelps in goal at the other end. Phelps stood up and faced the SnoKing threat as he gloved
the shot face-on in front of the net. In the closing seconds of the period a similar rush
occurred on the SnoKing goal and resulted in a great save by the SnoKing goalie.
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Scoring began with 9:53 remaining in the second period. Kent Valley’s Lydia Grauer at left
defense saw an opening and skated forward toward the faceoff circle tapping her stick
frantically for a teammate to pass the puck her way. Anton Nikitin heard the call, took a
pass from Jesse Howland and passed the puck out to Grauer who fired a waist-high bullet
past the SnoKing goalie for the first goal of the contest. Over the next nine minutes the
Selects scored three more goals to end the period at 4 to zip. Jason Smith scored his first
of three goals at 6:54 with assists from Alec Johnson & Jack Speer. Max Doner added a
goal at 11:48 with assists from Zach Houck and Jordan Tindall. Houck took a Tindall pass
and skated toward the SnoKing net looking for a shot or an open teammate. Seeing no
opportunity for either Houck skated around behind the goal and fired at the net from the left
side. The SnoKing goalie deflected the puck toward Doner who tapped it in for the score.
Kent Valley’s Brendan Miller took advantage of a SnoKing line change at 8:44 and created
some excitement as he skated alone into the SnoKing zone for a shot on goal but the
SnoKing goalie made a terrific save. Jason Smith scored his second goal at 14:02 with
assists from Jack Speer and Alec Johnson.
After getting no shots on goal in the second period SnoKing doubled their first period shot
count by getting four shots on the Kent Valley goal in the third. Kent Valley seemed less
intense in the third getting only nine shots on the SnoKing goal. One of Kent Valley’s nine
shots came at 8:43 when Jason Smith completed his Hat Trick with help from Alec Johnson
and Brendan Miller. Smith may have had help from the SnoKing goalie on that goal. It
appeared the puck deflected off the goalie’s skate as he slid to one side trying to block the
shot. Smith’s goal was a power play goal giving the selects a 50% conversion on power
plays for the game.
In Sunday’s game the Selects again held off until the second period to begin their scoring
spree. Zach Houck initiated the scoring at 3:16 of the second period. Jordan Tindall fed the
puck to Houck as the goalie committed to his left and Houck tapped it past the goalie on the
right side. SnoKing tied it up at 7:58 of the period when Desharnais scored with an assist from
Stratford. Danny Thomas scored two goals in a row at 12:25 and 13:40. On the first goal,
Thomas took a pass from Brendan Miller and skated down the far side looking all the time
for an opportunity to pass the puck to teammate Anton Nikitin coming in on the near side.
Nikitin couldn’t get open so Thomas skated in and fired the Selects’ second goal. Thomas
scored a shorthanded goal a minute and 15 seconds later with help from Lydia Grauer.
In the opening minutes of the third period Jason Smith passed the puck to Patrick Dunphy
who lofted a soft shot over the outstretched glove of the SnoKing goalie for the score. Jack
Speer scored at 6:07 with assists from Chad Haywood & Zach Houck. Speer skated in on
the goal and fired a low 5-hole shot for the score. The Selects’ final goal of the game came
as Anton Nikitin passed the puck out to Patrick Dunphy at the point. Dunphy fired a high
shot from the point that rebounded off the goalie to Jesse Howland and Howland tapped in
the rebound for goal number six.
Late in the third period Jack Speer and Jason Smith passed the puck back and forth several
times in front of the SnoKing net with great expectations but nothing ever came of their
effort. It was none the less worth watching. Danny Thomas checked a much larger
Mcllquham into the boards freeing up the puck for a teammate. Mcllquham had been
annoying the Tornadoes throughout the game. Mcllquham went on a head hunting mission
following the Thomas check until he met up with Hunter “Gumby” Nickell who threw a solid
clean check on the big SnoKing player to the point that it took Mcllquham several minutes
to get up off the ice.
Cudos to SnoKing’s goalie S Campbell. He played well in goal and made some really
incredible saves. He faced 36 shots on Saturday and 31 shots on Sunday, a lot of pressure
for any gaolie. SnoKing’s Captain L Stratford also deserves credit for his strong play on
both days. Stratford set up SnoKing’s only goal on Sunday and skated well in both games.
Scoring summaries are below:
Saturday’s Game: Kent Valley Selects (5)
vs. Sno-King Jr. Thunderbirds (0)
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Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

2

5:07

Lydia Grauer from Anton Nikitin & Jesse Howland

Kent Valley

2

6:54

Jason Smith from Alec Johnson & Jack Speer

Kent Valley

2

11:48

Kent Valley

2

14:02

Max Doner from Zachery Houck & Jordan Tindall

Jason Smith from Jack Speer & Alec Johnson
Jason Smith from Alec Johnson & Brendan Miller
Kent Valley
3
8:43
(Power Play & Hat Trick for Smith)
Kent Valley’s Austin Phelps stopped 6 of 6 SnoKing shots on goal for the Shutout.
SnoKing’s goalie stopped 31 of 36 shots on goal for 86%.
SnoKing was called for 2 penalties, Kent Valley was penalty free.

Sunday’s Game: Kent Valley Selects (6)
vs. SnoKing Jr. Thunderbirds (1)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

2

3:16

Zach Houck from Jordan Tindall

SnoKing

2

7:58

Kent Valley

2

12:25

Kent Valley

2

13:40

J Desharnais from L Stratford
Danny Thomas from Brendan Miller & Jesse
Howland
Danny Thomas from Lydia Grauer (Shorthanded)

Kent Valley

3

2:12

Patrick Dunphy from Jason Smith

Kent Valley

3

6:07

Jack Speer from Chad Haywood & Zach Houck

Kent Valley
3
7:11 Jesse Howland from Patrick Dunphy & Anton Nikitin
Kent Valley’s Colby Bennett stopped 5 of 6 SnoKing shots on goal for 83%.
SnoKing’s goalie stopped 26 of 31 shots on goal for 84%.
Kent Valley had 6 penalties for 23 minutes. SnoKing had 4 penalties for 8 minutes.

Tornadoes face Hot Goalie
Story by Mary MacDonald

Kent, WA 16 November, 2008 – The visiting SnoKing Grey team brought a force field and a
hot goalie with them Sunday afternoon to the Kent arena. The Tornadoes were up against
goal posts and a goalie that would deny all 22 shots that he faced. The tornadoes would
lose the game 3-0 but not because of a lack of good effort. The Tornadoes just couldn’t buy
a goal. It seemed that the goalie also had a force field around him, 4 shots that would hit
the goal post, 2 missed open sides and just remarkable play by the SnoKing goalie, ensured
that the Tornadoes would not find the back of the net. The kid’s next game is in Lynnwood
on Saturday evening at 6:05pm against the SJHA Blades.
The Kudo awards went to:
-

MVP – Dane Shaver
Dish Award – Brady Anderson
Santa Claus – Wyatt Duncan
Best Defense – Paul Gicewicz
Hardest Worker – Rebecca Gicewicz

Bantam Tier-II Selects Win 3 in 2 Days
Kent, WA October 11, 2008 – The Kent Valley Bantam Tier-II Selects spent the weekend on
the freeway travelling to Tacoma for their first game of the weekend on Saturday at Tacoma
then up I-5 and I-405 for their second game at Kingsgate Arena in Kirkland and back to
Tacoma Sunday morning for their third game in two days. But, with fuel hovering around
$2 a gallon and winning all three games, it was worth the expense.
When they weren’t on the freeway, the Selects spent much of their weekend in the penalty
box. They must have a strong penalty kill because they managed to win all three games in
spite of skating one player short for over 15 minutes in game 1, 15 minutes in game 2 and
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6 minutes in game 3. Of course, the opposition had their fair share of penalties. In fact,
over the three games, the Selects’ opponents had 97 penalty minutes to the Selects’ 71
minutes.
A scoring summary is below:
Saturday’s Game 1: Kent Valley Selects (4)
vs. Puget Sound Tomahawks (0)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

2

12:48

Kent Valley

2

4:48

Molly Doner from Noah Bloxton & Tyler Jennings
(Power Play)
Johnny Scherer from Mikey Julin (Power Play)

Kent Valley

2

1:48

Noah Bloxton from Kale Pokrzywinski

Kent Valley
3
13:38 Jake Becker from Tyler Jennings & Johnny Scherer
Kent Valley’s. goalies Dimitri Nikitin & Curtis Rydrych stopped 13 of 13 for 100%.
Puget Sound’s goalie Thomas Waldron stopped 18 of 22 shots on goal for 82%.
Kent Valley had 13 penalties for 37 minutes, Puget Sound had 11 penalties for 38
minutes.

Saturday’s Game 2: Kent Valley Selects (4)
vs. SnoKing Bantam Tier-II (2)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

SnoKing

1

5:23

J Gagnon unassisted

SnoKing

1

9:19

Kent Valley

2

1:12

Kent Valley

3

3:58

K Smith from C Kauiz
Johnny Scherer from Kale Pokrzywinski (Power
Play)
Noah Bloxton from Mikey Julin

Kent Valley

3

5:15

Mikey Julin from Kale Pokrzywinski

Kent Valley
3
7:46 Colton Bohonos from Molly Doner
Kent Valley’s. goalies Dimitri Nikitin stopped 30 of 32 shots for 94%.
SnoKing’s goalie T Anderton stopped 20 of 24 shots on goal for 83%.
Kent Valley had 9 penalties for 18 minutes, SnoKing had 11 penalties for 41 minutes.

Sunday’s Game: Kent Valley Selects (3)
vs. Puget Sound Tomahawks (1)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Puget Sound

1

13:03

Kent Valley

1

8:50

Noah Bloxton from Grant Wilson & Molly Doner

Kent Valley

2

4:33

Brandon Endres from Noah Bloxton

Zach Rafalco from Vince Sorlerd

Kent Valley
2
0:05 Molly Doner Kale Pokrzywinski
Kent Valley’s. goalie Curtis Rydrych stopped 21 of 22 for 95%.
Puget Sound’s goalie Thomas Waldron stopped 25 of 28 shots on goal for 89%.
Kent Valley had 8 penalties for 16 minutes, Puget Sound had 9 penalties for 18
minutes.

Two Weekend Wins for Midget Tornadoes
Story by Sheri Walsh

Kent, WA 16 November, 2008 – Kent Valley’s Midget Tornadoes won in both league and
exhibition play this weekend. The Tornadoes beating the Everett Grizzlies 4-1 in Everett on
Saturday, while skating past Sno-King Green 3-2 in exhibition play at Kent on Sunday.
On Saturday, both Kent and Everett racked up the penalties, but it was the Tornadoes that
managed to take advantage of the powerplays. While the first period was scoreless, the
end of the second period was full of action. Four minutes before the first buzzer, Taylor
Birkeland scored an amazing goal taking the puck from the blue line around three Everett
players to put the Tornadoes on the board. Just one minute later, Paul Pinkoske took
advantage of a delayed penalty on Everett and made a great shot on a loose puck as an
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extra attacker. But, Everett scored one of their own just a minute later taking the score to
2-1 at the end of the second. The Tornadoes kept Everett from scoring in the third while
they put away two more. Brandon Ly put one in top-shelf off of a great pass from Tommy
Peebles, and Zach Bloss knocked one in just minutes before the end of the game. Final
score: Kent 4 - Everett 1.
Team

Period

Time

KVHA

2

4:20

Taylor Birkeland, unassisted

KVHA

2

3:25

Paul Pinkoske, unassisted
Petry, unassisted

EYH

2

2:35

KVHA

3

10:04

KVHA

3

3:56

Scoring

Brandon Ly from Tommy Peebles
Zach Bloss, unassisted

On Sunday, Sno-King Green was at the Kent Valley Ice Centre for an exhibition game. The
Tornadoes were first on the scoreboard shortly before the first buzzer. Brandon Ly scored a
beautiful goal after skating down the ice around several SnoKing players. Tanner Coughlin
and Kevin Yang got the assists. While the second period was scoreless, SnoKing tied things
up early in the third. Taylor Birkeland scored the go-ahead goal halfway through the final
period off of a rebound from Brandon Ly. One minute later, it was 3-1 thanks to a goal by
Tanner Coughlin set-up by Brandon Ly and Zach Bloss. With just two minutes left in the
game, Sno-King pulled their goalie. With the Tornadoes short a player due to a high
sticking penalty, the 6-on-4 proved to be too much as Sno-King scored with just :35
seconds left in the game. But, the Tornadoes managed to keep the Green from making it a
tie as the clock wound down. Final score: 3-2. The two teams meet again next week in
league play.
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

KVHA

1

2:45

SKHA

3

11:05

KVHA

3

7:53

Taylor Birkeland from Brandon Ly

KVHA

3

6:57

Tanner Coughlin from Brandon Ly & Zach Bloss

SKHA

3

0:35

Brown from Antonio & Rautenberg

Brandon Ly from Tanner Coughlin & Kevin Yang
McGoff from Minahan-Gastel

Midget “B” Selects Take Two in Spokane
Spokane, WA 16 November, 2008 – The KVHA Midget “B” Selects traveled to Spokane over
the weekend without the services of their Head Coach Pete Brooks who was serving a twogame suspension. The Selects put together two great performances in Spokane defeating
the Spokane Jr. Chiefs 5 to 1 on Saturday and shutting them out on Sunday with a score of
7 to 0. The Selects’ goalies played well on both days stopping 19 of 20 on Saturday and
earning a shutout on Sunday stopping 24 of 24. The Selects outshot the Jr. Chiefs 32 to 20
on Saturday and an amazing 45 to 24 on Sunday. Way to go boys! A scoring summary is
below:
Saturday’s Game: Kent Valley Midget “B” Selects (5)
vs. Spokane Jr. Chiefs (1)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

10:25

Joey Scherer from Jason Bartlett

Kent Valley

1

10:46

Spokane

2

11:01

Kent Valley

2

4:23

Jason Bartlett from Joey Scherer
Josh Hatcher from Mike Brickey from Ben
Mortensen
Jason Bartlett from Jereme Clark

Kent Valley

2

11:50

Kent Valley

3

9:01

Joey Scherer from Patrick Rojan
Nik Toor unassisted

Kent Valley’s goalie stopped 19 of 20 Spokane shots on goal for 95%.
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Spokane’s goalie stopped 27 of 32 Kent Valley shots on goal for 84%.
Spokane was called for 8 penalties, Kent Valley for 9 penalties.

Sunday’s Game: Kent Valley Midget “B” Selects (7)
vs. Spokane Jr. Chiefs (0)
Team

Period

Time

Kent Valley

1

9:15

Kent Valley

1

10:07

Kent Valley

2

3:23

Kent Valley

2

10:51

Kent Valley

3

5:41

Kent Valley

3

6:21

Scoring
Danny Hosmer from Hans Eggebroten
Brandon Johnston from Brandon Morris
Danny Hosmer from Mikey Anderson
Nik Toor unassisted
Hans Eggebroten from Danny Hosmer

Steven Meginnes from Erik Jennings
Jeremy Abendhoff from Patrick Rojan & Jereme
Kent Valley
3
12:38
Clark
Kent Valley’s goalie stopped 24 of 24 Spokane shots on goal for the shutout.
Spokane’s goalie stopped 38 of 45 shots on goal for 84%.
Kent Valley had 7 penalties for 30 minutes. Spokane had 12 penalties for 32 minutes.

Kent Valley U-18 “AAA” Selects Split with
Chilliwack Jr. Bruins
Kent, WA 15 November, 2008 – The Kent Valley Ice Centre was the site of two fast-paced
games for the Kent Valley U-18 “AAA” Selects and the visiting Chilliwack Jr. Bruins. A more
complete write-up will be forthcoming. In the mean time, a scoring summary is below:
Saturday’s Game: Kent Valley (3) vs. Chilliwack (5)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Chilliwack

1

4:50

Kent Valley

2

1:28

Trevor Brown from James McNaughton & Elliot
Dixon
Corey James from Jordon Robertson & Eliot Grauer

Chilliwack

2

2:32

Andrew Leijen (Unassisted & Shorthanded)

Chilliwack

2

9:55

Elliot Dixon from Wilson Mah

Kent Valley

3

0:27

Corey James from Ryan Doner & Alex Tindall

Kent Valley

3

3:11

Tyler Sybil from Connor Bambico

Chilliwack

3

6:44

Cale Becjtel from Elliot Dixon

Chilliwack

3

12:13

James McNaughton from Cody Robertson

Sunday’s Game: Kent Valley (5) vs. Chilliwack (3)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

11:20

Chilliwack

2

5:19

Kent Valley

2

6:08

Kent Valley

2

4:14

Andrew Leijen from Cody Robertson
Anthony Petruzzelli from Corey James & Kyle
Blondin
Reece Krogseth from Tyler Sybil

Anthony Petruzzelli from Eliot Grauer

Kent Valley

2

1:25

Anthony Petruzzelli from Eliot Grauer (Hat Trick)

Chilliwack

3

1:39

Andrew Leijen from Cody Robertson

Chilliwack

3

1:20

Cody Robertson from James McNaughton

Kent Valley

3

0:20

Corey James from Anthony Petruzzelli

Have a great week!
Contact: Lew Sellers, Director of Communications
Kent Valley Hockey Association
6015 So. 240th Street
Kent, WA. 98032
(206) 914-9619 Cellular
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